
Bespoke Digital Asset Trust
Preserve Your Wealth Beyond Borders



Extensive Experience In 
The Trust Industry
UBB Amanah (Labuan) Limited("UBBAL") was incorporated in
2021, as a wholly owned subsidiary of UBB Amanah Berhad, a
major private trustee in Malaysia providing trust services since
1988. Our clients range from individuals to large organisation, with
their demanding needs, we strive to consistently innovate and
create bespoke solutions for our clients and have always been
able tomeet their high standards and expectations.

UBB Amanah Berhad, the single shareholder of UBBAL, is at the
forefront of the Malaysian independent trust service industry. UBB
Amanah Berhad is fully licensed trust company and has been
providing trust services since 1988. Over the years, UBB Amanah
Berhad has achieved impressive results and its track record in the
trust services industry are impeccable.



We are governed and regulated by

Labuan 
Trusts Act 

1996

Labuan 
Companies 

Act 1990
Labuan 

Foundations 
Act 2010

Labuan 
Financial 

Services and 
Securities Act 

2010

Labuan Islamic 
Financial Services 

and Securities 
Act 2010



Why Do You 
Need A Trust?

A better way to protect your 
legacy compared to a Will.



The Services

Will Writing / 
Wasiat Trust Cash Trust Digital Assets 

Trust



WEALTH 
MANAGEMENT

Trusts are able to create 
unique asset strategies that 

are tailored to meet the 
wealth management needs 

of their clients. This allows 
them to minimize risk while 

providing a high level of 
personalized service.

Advantages Of A Trusts

MAXIMIZE 
BENEFITS 

By definition, trusts have a 
fiduciary responsibility to 

their clients, meaning they 
legally bound to act in their 

best interest at all times. This 
commitment ensures that 

trustee always put their 
clients financial well-being 

first and foremost.

MINIMUM 
RISK

Unlike other asset 
protection vehicles, trusts 
are incredibly flexible and 

can be adapted to any 
market condition. Their 

ability to dynamically shift 
allocations ensure that 

settlors always have the 
best chance for capital 
reservation and gains.



PROTECT YOUR 
ASSETS

Avoid costly estate taxes and 
transferring ownership 

through a Trustee, which is 
managed by an independent 

third-party. This provides a 
smooth transition and keep 

your assets within the family.

FAMILY 
BUSINESSES

For controllers of family 
businesses, a Trust can help 
ensure equity remains within 

the family and is not 
compromised by marriage 
or other considerations. It 

allows for better protection 
against dilution due to 
outside rights from one 
generation to another.

MOTIVATE & 
DISCIPLINE

By setting up a Trust, the 
settlor can pass on their 

legacy while also 
motivating and disciplining 
future generations. Specific 
conditions for beneficiaries 

to receive income help 
protect against improper 

use of funds, ensuring that 
resources are allocated 

responsibly.



Trust 
(The Trustee)

Transfer of Assets 
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Instructions

Distribution Beneficiary

Settlor



Prioritizing our customers 
first, we provide innovative 
and flexible solutions that 
are reliable and responsive
UBB AMANAH LABUAN LIMITED (UBBAL) trust services is committed to provide
professional and high quality one-stop solution of trust service for our clients. Our
business philosophy is to give priority to clients' current situation and vision for the
future, focus on designing innovative, flexible and coordinated solutions, provide
reliable and responsive service, and respect clients' right to choose independently.

To meet the trend of economic globalization and digitalization, UBBAL will
incorporate a management model that highlights the advantages of trust: "Modern
Structure, Modern Aspect, Modern Standard" to practice trust digitization and
reshape the value of trust and assets. Adhering to these principles help us gain
extensive recognition and support from many industries as well as become a top
choice for an increasing number of institutional and private investor around the
world who demand comprehensive assets management service.



UBBAL is the first 
company to offer 
Digital Asset Trust 
services.

Our company offers a 
wide range of services 
that will cater to your 
every needs.

Our team has a wealth 
of experience and 
knowledge in the 
industry, so you can 
trust us with your 
digital assets.

UBBAL has the 
experience and 
expertise to help you 
make the most of this 
new market.



How blockchain technology is
Revolutionizing the digital asset industry?

WEB 
1.0

WEB
2.0

WEB
3.0

Read - Write - InteractRead-Only Static Read - Write - Execute



Web3.0 : Everyone 
can create value
The birth and development of blockchain
technology has led to the vigorous
development and rapid growth of digital
assets. In the new era and new economic
environment, people need to re-examine
the value of digital assets.



UBBAL has been a pioneering force in the area of
Digital Trust. It provides data market and meets the
policy objectives of tomorrow right at this moment,
As trust companies continually strive to keep up with
the shifting market environment and the wider
portfolio of customer needs, they must embrace new
financial technology to build wide-ranging
governance and asset management structures.

Utilizing secured IT systems, trustees can develop
reliable services and products to form a highly
dependable digital presence that is tailored to clients'
demands. UBBAL joins forces with forward-thinking
tech unicorn and regulator agencies, making sure
that every effort is made to reach an unified vision of
digital asset governance for tomorrow's financial
services industry.



What is Digital 
Assets Trust ?
With the rise in interest in digital assets  particularly 
amongst younger generations, trust and estate 
practitioners must be well prepared to counter 
succession planning challenges presented by this 
new asset classes.

By utilizing a trust structure, the settlor is 
able to hold legal ownership over the 
digital assets* without having to personally 
safeguard the assets.

*Digital assets – assets which exist or are stored in digital form. Cryptocurrencies and NFTs are the most well-known examples 
or subsets of digital assets. The terms “digital assets” and “cryptocurrencies” are often used interchangeably.



Securing Your Future: 
How A Digital Asset Trust Can Make A Difference

Governing Bodies

State of unconsciousness 
for more than 3 months 

Death

Central Bank

After paying off 
creditors, only then 

the remaining assets 
can be distributed to 

beneficiaries

N/A UBB AMANAH LABUAN 
LIMITED

A trust would typically 
follow the instructions 

laid out in the trust 
deed

Lost

Ownership will be 
transferred to 

beneficiary within 7 
working days

Cash, Assets
Or Other

Equivalent

Digital Assets

Without a Trust With a Trust



Proposed Salient Bespoke Of A Digital Asset Trust
Digital Assets Aggregate 
(Amount)
USD 50,000 or equivalent to 
any currencies 

Settlor Type
Individuals or corporate or 
family 

Term of Trust 
Mandate For Trustee to
manage the Trust Fund

Contract Documents
Trust Deed

Income Distribution
Up to 6.5% P.a

Tenure
Perpetual



Inheritance Digitalizing Traditional Assets 

Extreme Privacy And Confidentiality Digital Trends 
Assets 

Protection

Creditors-Proof 

Diversified Assets 
Allocation

Assets Are Accessible At All 
Times 

Assets Custody Maximizing The 
Benefits

Implement Digital Assets into 
Physical Assets

Advance 
Your 

Assets Into 
Trust



Bespoke Digital Assets Trust
Preserve, Protect and Propagate



Advance Your Assets Into Trust



Unit 10 (C), Level 10, Main Office Tower,
Financial Park 87000 Federal Territory of Labuan.

Contact Us

UBB AMANAH (LABUAN) LIMITED



Every effort has been made to offer current and accurate information to our user(s), but errors may
occur. UBB Amanah (Labuan) Limited and UBB META/ Phygital tech* limited assumes no liability or
responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content contained on this site/slide*. Furthermore, the
site may contain references to certain laws and regulations that may change over time and should
only be interpreted in light of particular circumstances. This information is provided” as in,” with no
guarantees of completeness, accuracy or timeliness, and without warranties of any kind, express or
implied. UBBAL / UBBMeta / Phygital Tech * does not warrant that this site/slide*, various service
provided through this site/slide*, and information, software or others material download from this
site, will be uninterrupted, error-free, omission-free or free of viruses or others harmful components.
To the fullest extent permissible pursuant to applicable law. UBBAL /UBB Meta /Phygital tech *
disclaim all warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

Disclaimer


